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Surya Namaskars examines the contemporary relevance of the ancient yogic exercise of paying
obeisance to the Sun—the source of all energy. The author discusses how this yogic technique
can be used to revitalize latent energy within oneself and harness it to help lead a balanced,
fulfilled and rewarding life. The exercises are described step-by-step along with appropriate
illustrations and photographs.
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INTRODUCTIONSuryatma Jagatastasthukhascha." This ancient Sanskrit shloka states: "The
sun is the soul of all that moves and also of all that is stable."Life is possible on this small planet
of ours only because of the sun. The sun radiates energy which enables life to stir and grow in
the seas, on land, and in the air. Without the sun, all life would cease to be.All creation we know
is suffused with energy. The energy that binds the atoms and molecules in a piece of wood is the
same as that which animates a living organism, or controls the movement of the stars in space. If
energy has any purpose, it is to gradually or suddenly exhaust itself and reach a state of non-
energy, or entropy. You can see this happen in an electromagnetic thunderstorm: energy gets
built up to a pitch of tension and then with a few flashes, exhausts itself. Electromagnetism and
gravitation are different manifestations of energy. So too is life and all human activity a
manifestation of the same energy which informs and sustains the entire universe.One often
wonders where all the energy that activates the mind and the body comes from? Does it
originate from within us? From our brain, or from the heart? From our solar plexus, or the
nervous system? How does it originate? Under what conditions, or circumstances? When is this
energy most active, or visible? Does it always flow freely and spontaneously? Or does one have
to do something special to make it sprout forth? When energy flows forth spontaneously, is it
invariably accompanied by a feeling of joy? Peace? Harmony? Beauty? Or, is energy only a
ceaseless, nervous, even neurotic activity? How can energy flow freely, spontaneously,
uninterruptedly? The questions that arise in the mind are endless.Any form of energy, whether
electricity, magnetism, gravitation, or cosmic force, flows freely only when appropriate conditions



of order and harmony exist. Molecules in an iron rod, for instance, are in a confused, disorderly
condition. But if you pass a strong electric current through this rod, these same disorderly and
confused molecules arrange themselves in a proper, systematic order with their north and south
charges in appropriate positions and the inert iron rod becomes a powerful magnet charged with
magnetic energy.So too with a human being. For a human being to make full use of the inert
bioenergy, of which there are vast reserves within her, there need to be appropriate conditions of
harmony between the body and the mind. The routine and monotony of daily existence dulls the
energy within a human being. This energy needs to be reawakened and revitalized before one
can realize the full extent of the potential of self-realization that is present within oneself.Life
which is growth, multiplication, survival, and consciousness, is an expression of energy itself.
The ancient Indians believed that it was the energy of consciousness that started the whole
process of creation. The parabrahma, the source of all that exists, was before creation, a state
akin to entropy. There was in the universe no movement; no tension. There was nothing. It was
all shunya or purna. In this silent "nothingness" somehow a stirring began. No one can tell why,
but the parabrahma became conscious of itself, and it thought: "I am." The next movement in this
process of awakening of the consciousness was the thought: "I am one. I want to be many." The
one, then became, or created the many. All creation, sprang forth from this one primal cause,
this source of creative energy.Along with the thought, "I am," simultaneously, came sound,
shabda and breath, prana. Consciousness pure and simple moved towards self-consciousness.
This movement from a state of pure consciousness to the thought, "I am one. I want to be many,"
manifested itself through sound and breath, shabda and prana.By experimenting with your own
breath and sound, you can experience and understand this mind-energy. By performing a few
simple experiments with your body, breath and mind, you can discover where your energy, your
capacity to be alive, springs from. The moment laya, total harmony, between your own sound,
shabda and your breath, prana is reached, there is an experience of energy, joy and love.And
this is where Surya Namaskārs come in. Surya Namaskārs or obeisance to the sun, that source
of primal and eternal energy, take the form of ten yogic asanas or postures performed in a
sequence of movements: breath and sound are made to flow simultaneously, easily, gracefully
and rhythmically in this technique of receiving and utilizing cosmic energy. Surya Namaskārs
when practised diligently enable you to experience the truth of the fact that the sun is indeed the
soul of all that exists. It is said that when Rama faced Ravana on the battlefield, he received the
great knowledge of the technique of Surya Namaskārs from the sage Vishwamitra. It was this
knowledge that enabled Rama to endure the strain of battle against Ravana, a enemy far
superior to him in armoured strength. Those who seek good health, greater equilibrium of mind,
conquest over slothfulness and tiredness should certainly practise these exercises.Surya
Namaskārs like all yogic asanas help to purify and bring about a harmony between the various
organs of the body. Rhythmic and controlled breathing, pranayama, which is part of Surya
Namaskārs, stimulates and tones up all the nerve centres and controls the secretions of the
ductless glands such as the thyroid, the pineal, the pituitary, etc. Surya Namaskārs also energize



the brain cells. The organs, gross or subtle, of the human system are made sensitive and more
effective in their operation by the practice of these exercises. By cleaning the human body and
tuning and disciplining it, Surya Namaskārs infinitely expand its capacity and range to receive
and utilize cosmic energy.When all the organs of the human body work together in harmony,
when the mind is tranquil and steady, the reception of energy becomes direct and clear. One is
then no longer in conflict with oneself or one's surroundings, but one experiences instead a
sense of oneness and unity with all that exists. In a very limited sense, one certainly experiences
unity with another human being through sex. It is the total merging of the "I" with the "other"
which gives one the experience of unity and bliss. But this experience of unity is only momentary.
Can it ever be imagined what infinite experience of beauty, harmony and bliss there would be, if
unity is established with the totality of existenceā In a sense this would also be death—death to
the individualized, superficial existence of conflicts and tensions as one experiences life eternal,
ever-new.If you spend only fifteen-twenty minutes doing Surya Namaskārs everyday, you can
experience vitality and beauty, joy and harmony. Whatever you do then as a doctor, engineer,
student, teacher, musician, politician, etc. will acquire a different dimension, a different value.
You will create beauty and harmony around you and discover truth.In the following pages I've
suggested a few simple methods of training, cleansing and tuning the mind and the body, to
enable them to receive and utilize cosmic energy. These exercises will enable one to understand
the nature of this all-pervading, universal mind-energy, and to experience its tremendous
power.Once you set your foot on this path of self-purification through the daily practice of Surya
Namaskārs and a few yogic exercises described and discussed in this book, all your priorities,
urges and desires will change. So will your relationships with humans, and your environment.
You will feel one with all that surrounds you as your tensions and conflicts disappear. All you will
then experience will be grace, compassion and bliss.Two highly sensitive and intelligent
adventurers, Kusum Prabhu née Dhar and Lakshmi Rao have felt for sometime that Surya
Namaskā rs, first produced by Raja Bhawanarao of Aundh in 1929, and reprinted with certain
modifications in 1969 by his son, Apa Pant (Sangam Books), should be recast. *The new
awakened generation, they feel, is keen to experiment and experience something that is beyond
the confusion, hopelessness, corruption, violence, fear and anger that surrounds them.* The
new awakened ones want to create harmony, beauty, joy and love around them. They are rightly
sick of the hypocrisy and superficiality that has become the way of life today.I gladly welcome
this idea. I am certain that they will do an excellent job of it. I am glad that the Chairman of Orient
Longman, Raja Rameshwar Rao, is backing this adventure and indeed thank him for it.I hope
that what is described and discussed in the following pages will guide the young generation to
help create a new, peaceful and harmonious world.Apa Pant3 March 1986Pune*Energy when
expressed in a distorted form is never accompanied by joy or peace. In this form, any expression
of energy is destructive and creates chaos and suffering instead of harmony, joy and beauty.

THE MIND OF MANHaving stated that the mind-energy contained within a human being is a



powerful force which can, once its potential is realized, open to Man several avenues to states of
heightened consciousness, we need to examine further how this can be done."Mana eva
manushyanam karanam bandha moksha yoho." This Sanskrit shloka states: "This mind is the
cause [an instrument) of man's enslavement as of his liberation (moksha)."But is there a
separate, independent entity called the "mind"? What is the mind without thoughts? What is the
basis for our assumption that there is a separate, continuing entity, a kind of a permanent
consciousness behind the succession of thoughts? In short, what is the mind?The mind in its
grosser or less finer form is made up of various sensations which follow each other rapidly after
being received through the sense organs. Through contact and consequent sensations the
grosser organs—eyes, ears, nose, palate, touch—help to produce images which the mind
records as memory. It is this memory of sensations which creates an illusion that there is a
permanent organ called the "mind." But if we are alert and watchful, we can feel that what we
call our "mind" is in fact a mere succession of rapidly changing sensations and a memory of
these sensations. The process of remembering these sensations is the "ego" or the "I."Certain
sensations, when repeated, create the illusion of constancy, and we get into the habit of
imagining a continuous "I." This "ego" and the "I" desires to prolong or even perpetuate the
pleasurable sensations presented to it through the grosser organs of the body, and to end, as
quickly as possible, the less pleasurable, the troublesome or the not-so-pleasant sensations.
The intellect is a finer and even more powerful organ, for it can be independent of the sensations
presented by the senses and, if properly tuned, is capable of understanding the real or the true,
directly or intuitively.Sensations at the instant they are received by the mind are true and real in a
particular context. But the memory of these sensations is purely an illusion, it is empty, and
attachment to it creates a "binding force" which drags one to a very limited sphere of awareness
and makes one insensitive, dull, dogmatic, superstitious and stupid. It is this that makes it
impossible for one to attain his or her true nature.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Most Authoritative Book on Sun Salutation Ever. Father and son duo are
authors of this book. Actually son "Apa Pant" has penned down this book based on what his
father taught him. The father "Bhawanrao Pant Pratinidhi", was a Raja of Aundh, a small
kingdom in British colonial days. Some historians believe that he invented Surya Namaskar.
Others hold that he revived this ancient exercise.Since this book is from pioneer of Surya
Namaskar, it is the most authoritative book on this subject. Because of the same reason, the
exercise given in the book teaches 10 step workout. It is simpler to learn than 12 step workout
you encounter in Yoga studios these days, but with same great benefits.This book also gives
excellent overview of Yoga - physical, mental, philosophical and even spiritual aspects. It is
important to note that the book deals more with spirituality and not with any particular religion as
such.The book describes detailed steps to practice Surya Namaskar, breathing exercises
including deep breathing, bhastrika, kapalabhati, kevala shunyaka. It also includes detailed
steps to practice some basic Yoga asanas. It also discusses diet tips.The instructions to
practical workouts are easy to follow. I cannot comment on how easy the philosophical aspects
are, to understand. That is because I am aware of these beforehand.Coming to drawbacks,
there is only one drawback really. The book does not discuss much about precautions to be
taken. If you use this book, you would better google precautions rather than assume that there
aren't any.Thanks to authors for sharing this wonderful exercise with the world.”

BeaMay, “Saluto al Sole. Questo piccolo libro racchiude in sè tutta la filosofia dietro il Saluto al
Sole, con le spiegazioni delle varie posizioni.I benefici fisici e supersottili della pratica costante e
regolare del Saluto al Sole sono ormai dimostrati, leggere il libro aiuta a capire meglio le origini e
la filosofia che vi è dietro.”

The book by Apa Pant has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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